CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF SLAVERY & JUSTICE

2020-2021 PROGRAMMING
RESEARCH CLUSTERS

Human Trafficking (led by Prof. Elena Shih): This project explores contemporary forms of human bondage and engages in public programming around this issue.

Mass Incarceration and Punishment in America (led by Prof. Nicole Gonzalez Van Cleve): By examining the origins and consequences of mass incarceration, the cluster operates from the frame that race and anti-Black racism are cornerstones to understanding the vast leviathan of punishment in America.

Freedom Archive: This project creates an inventory of materials in Brown University Library’s Special Collections related to slavery and abolition to help scholars more easily access these items.

Race, Medicine, and Social Justice (led by Prof. Lundy Braun): This cluster explores the history and persistence of structural racism in biomedicine as it intersects with economic and social conditions. We focus on reimagining the knowledge we produce about race and health from a social justice perspective.

Race, Slavery, Colonialism and Capitalism (led by Prof. Anthony Bogues): This new research cluster explores the way that race, slavery, and colonialism have shaped global capitalism. This research cluster is reshaping scholar’s understanding of the history and growth of capitalism and will bring together the best scholars in the world. This is a three year project that is co-led by CSSJ and the International Institute of Social History (Amsterdam).

Historical Injustice and Democracy (TBA): The making of the modern world was in part constituted by the historical injustices of colonialism and racial slavery. These injustices have played out in contemporary phenomena such as apartheid, displacement, discrimination, and other forms of domination. However, how do forms of historical and contemporary injustices shape practices of democracy? This research cluster is a joint collaborative project between the Watson Institute of International and Public Affairs.
Global Curatorial Project: This exhibition and curatorial project presents both the global interconnectedness of Atlantic slavery and the slave trade, as well as illuminates an alternative view about the history of our global modernity. It is co-led by CSSJ and the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History & Culture.

Slave Trade Film Project with Filmmaker Stanley Nelson: This research and workshop project aims to support the development of a multi-part documentary series on the Atlantic slave trade. Creating a New World: The Transatlantic Slave Trade will chart the economic and human cost of the slave trade across the Atlantic basin, underscoring how this expansive system of trade, violence, and profit built the modern world.

PBS Companion Book, The Atlantic Slave Trade and the Making of the New World: This is a project which will accompany the Firelight Film. The book is written by Anthony Bogues and Zach Sell, visiting professor of history at Drexel University.

Heimark Artist-in-Residence: The Heimark Artist in Residence program brings to campus musicians, poets, visual artists, and performers whose work grapples with the legacies of slavery on our world today.

Racial Slavery in the Americas: Resistance, Freedom and Legacies Curriculum: Released in August 2020, this high school level resource challenges myths and absences in how our schools currently teach the history of slavery. This is a collaborative project with The Choices Program.

The Imagined New in collaboration with Visual Identities in Art and Design Research Centre (VIAD): Revolving around an interdisciplinary workshop platform, this project creates space for critical exchange and research around African and African Diasporic art practices, as they relate to questions of history, archive and an alternative imagination(s) of Black aesthetic and curatorial practices.
**SEMINAR SERIES**

**CSSJ Advanced Knowledge Working Group:** The CSSJ Advanced Knowledge Working Group is a seminar for graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and other scholars affiliated with or working alongside the CSSJ to come together to think critically about the legacies of slavery and boundaries of freedom across time and space.

**Carceral State Reading Group:** The Center for the Study of Slavery and Justice facilitates a year long reading group which focuses on issues of imprisonment, incarceration, captivity, criminalization and policing historically and in the present day. The reading group is a collaboration between various sectors of the Providence community and the CSSJ at Brown University.

**Graduate Seminar and Reading Group on Black Aesthetics:** Organized by graduate students, this seminar is focused on engaging in deep study and inquiry into the discourse of history and aesthetics as praxis. The group seeks to interrogate a set of aesthetic practices bounded up in the conventions of Western thought. The group will produce publications, mixtapes, and exhibitions and aims to develop a close intellectual and artistic partnership with the Center for Humanities Research at the University of the Western Cape, South Africa.

**Faculty Fellows Seminar:** This graduate level seminar led by Brown faculty is an interdisciplinary course that seeks to explore an emerging issues in the study of racial slavery and its legacies.

**PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT**

**Slavery and Legacy Walking Tour:** The Slavery & Legacy tour examines the history behind Brown University, the State of Rhode Island and their roles in the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade. New digital resources help students (K-12 +college) as well as adult groups think critically about the University and state histories.

**Civil Rights Movement Initiative:** This initiative aims to help high school students understand the Civil Rights Movement as something more than the events of the past, and as a bridge to understanding the present. Students meet for weekly classes at the Center and participate in a week long visit to the South, visiting important sites in the Southern Freedom Movement and meeting with activists. In AY 21 this work will be expanded to include two additional Providence Public Schools and provide course credit.